


Income Acceleration. 

What is it and why should you care? 
Simply put, it’s the concept and processes that move any hard working “expert 
business” owner from the life they have now to the life they truly want. 

This means giving up the struggle of trading time for money, struggling to get new 
clients, being frustrated by slow growth and not enough money, and being on the verge 
of burnout…

And, transforming to a place where you work smarter and get to do what you love to do 
everyday, work on your terms, make the money you want, and build a business that 
creates long-term clients. 

Why should you read this report? 

If you’re not getting the results you want (you know, if the dream you created when you 
started your business hasn’t become a reality), you’ll want to pay attention. 

Your success (or lack thereof) is not your fault. 

The reason most Expertpreneurs® (our term for expert and authority-based 
entrepreneurs) don’t succeed is that they don’t have a system that supports building the
business they truly want. They also struggle because they try to go it alone.

And that’s where this report comes in. 

Income acceleration is all about using foundational principles to 
create a system that sets you free. 

It’s about creating structure, stability, security, and serenity. 

It’s about running a smarter business, not a harder working one. It’s about learning how 
to raise your visibility and reach so that you can be clear on who your ideal clients are, 
how to reach them, and most importantly, how to engage them in a meaningful way so 
that they will choose to hire you. 

When you learn these principles, (which I refer to as “The 6 C’s of income acceleration) 
you’ll be on your way to building a solid, long-lasting, wealth producing business. 

Let’s begin by talking about the income accelerator of Contact.

Enjoy. 

Sheryl Wolowyk, The Income Acceleration Coach

Income Accelerator:  Making Contact Consistently and 
Systematically

Getting clients isn’t just about throwing ideas out into the void and hoping that someone 
will connect with it. It’s about knowing who your clients are and understanding that how 
you connect with ideal clients varies based on who you are trying to reach.



What is the single biggest challenge that ‘expert’ business owners face? 

Getting customers and clients. 

In theory, most business owners know that the practice of getting clients includes
attracting leads, turning them into interested prospects and ultimately paying 
clients. 

But, in practice this is where most expert business owners stumble. 

They know they NEED to have a process for attracting clients but they falter when it 
comes to putting themselves out there. 

What I mean when I say “putting yourself out there.” 

I’m not speaking about being willing to market yourself. I’m talking about doing the right 
activities that put you in front of your ideal people. 

This means: 

 A strong online presence

 An advertising and marketing budget (yes, you do have to “spend money to make 
money”.)

 Making yourself visible in public with speaking gigs, interviews, writing and other 
platforms that amplify your voice and extend your reach.

Part of the reason many expert business owners stumble around this is that they 
are fuzzy on who they should actually be marketing to. 

So let’s take a few moments and discuss how you can start getting clarity on how to 
determine your ideal clients. 

Ideal Clients 101

The frst step in creating a system of contact is getting clear on who your target prospect
or “Ideal Client” is. 

Your ideal client is the person or business you can help directly with your unique skill 
sets, life experiences (yes, they are VERY important), strengths and passion. 

I call this your money spot. 

Here are some questions you must know the answers to in order to truly 
understand your ideal clients: 

 What is the population of your ideal clients? Are they mostly men or women? Are they 
of a certain age group or demographic? How much money do they make? 

 What are your ideal clients most pressing problems? 

 What keeps them up late at night? 



 What are their deepest desires?

 What are their hopes and dreams, fears and frustrations, needs, and wants?

 What are their beliefs about the market or world they live in? 

 Do they understand what services you provide and do they see a need for them? 

 What false assumptions do they have about why they are or aren’t succeeding? 

Your ultimate goal is to get a clear and accurate understanding of what drives 
your ideal clients. When you do this, you’ll be able to begin communicating in a way 
that focuses on what they truly care about, not what you think they care about. 

Where do your ideal clients “Hang Out”?

Once you’ve gotten clarity on who you are targeting, it’s time to get your message in 
front of them in the places they are most likely to be able to receive what it is you have 
to offer.

There are many ways to reach potential clients, and different targets can be found in 
different places and in different ways. It’s why before you begin an outreach strategy, 
you must get clear on where your clients “hang out”. 

Here are some questions to help you get a better understanding of where your 
clients are hanging out:

 Where do your clients spend time online? 

 What websites do they often look at? 

 Do they watch YouTube videos or listen to podcasts from iTunes?

 What information do they consume offine? 

 What kind of events do they attend? 

 Do they attend events online or attend conferences? 

 Are they members of associations or trade groups? 

 Do they attend “meet up” or networking sessions? 

 Are they reachable through social media? Do they use Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, 
LinkedIn or other popular sites?

 Are they members of online forums? 

 Do they read specifc media sites or niche-specifc blogs? 

 Are your clients “ink and paper” readers? Do they enjoy magazines, or hobby and 
trade publications? 



 Do they open direct mail promotions? 

Yes, it may feel like a lot of work to answer these questions but this time is not poorly 
spent. The more clear you are on where your ideal clients actually hang out and how 
they consume information will make it that much easier to contact them in a way they 
are most likely to respond to the message you have to share. 

Make testing your best friend. 

Now that you’re clear not only on who you’re targeting and where they are likely to hang
out, the next step is to start communicating with them through a series of tested 
outreaches. 

Yes, I know you’d like a foolproof guarantee that every shot you take will hit but the 
reality is that you don’t know what connects with your audience until you give it a shot. 

One of the best ways to test is to author articles or blogs that can speak to your ideal 
target audience and ultimately drive traffc back to your website. As you explore, you 
can determine what connects best with your target. 

Testing may seem overwhelming but it’s easier than you think. You can experiment with 
Facebook Ads, sponsored Tweets, or create engaging info-graphics. Some clients 
respond well to Pay Per Click ads on Google or Bing. 

The more you test, the more you’ll fnd what works. And when you do, rinse and repeat. 

Remember that the fortune is in the follow-up. 

Did you know that on average, it takes 4-7 points of contact with an ideal client before 
they become a customer? Yet most entrepreneurs stop after communicating 2-3 times. 

It is only a rare few, some 20% of business owners, that actively engage in some kind of
follow-up system. So think about how much money is being left on the table simply 
because you don’t have a plan in place to continue the conversation with your audience.

You can signifcantly increase your proftability simply by understanding that you may 
not close a client at frst pass. Use this to your advantage, knowing that your 
competition is likely to quit when they don’t frst succeed.

Creating a system for contact and communication is a key 
income accelerator, but it’s only the frst step.

If you truly want to build the business of your dreams, you’ll need to learn the other 5 
C’s that will help you transform your business. 

This includes understanding how to:

• Capture your ideal clients’ information to create a better follow up system. 

• Communicate your Marketing Message in a way your audience resonates with.

• Convert prospects into clients and customers (i.e. - getting the sale). 



• Connect with them in a way that doesn’t make them feel like a target with a wallet.

 Create Customer Retention and Commitment so that they’re not a one-
time sale. 

Want to learn more about the other 5 C’s and how they can 
skyrocket your business? 

Get your copy of my “Income Acceleration 
Blueprint”

How Any Speaker, Author, Coach, Consultant 
or Seminar Leader Can Leverage the "Six C's" 
To Leave The "Time For Money" Trap Behind... 
Attract A Steady Stream Of Prospects And 
Clients...

And Build A Lucrative Business That Brings You The Fulfllment of
Helping Others, The Impressive Income You Deserve,
and The Life of Freedom and Enjoyment You Desire

In this 41-page booklet you’ll discover the amazing power of all 6 Income Accelerators 
and how they can help you create the business and life you want! 

Purchase now for just $17 (A $97 VALUE) 

<BUY NOW> 

https://dyp.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/6b2fd732-9266-4f3c-a4f7-78d842b1bb20

